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Get ready to partyâ€”the goats are back in town! Based on the popular Instagram account, Goats

ofAnarchy takes you on a tour of Leanneâ€™s goat rescue farm, a place where special-needs goats

can heal, grow, and butt heads to their heartsâ€™ content.Join Pocket, Ella, Chibs, Lyla, Prospect

and Polly--the goat who took the Internet by storm with her adorable duck costume--as they rumble,

snuggle, pig out, dress up, and even teach you a few goat yoga moves to loosen your haunches.

Whether theyâ€™re learning to walk or just romping around the farm, these horned and hooved

heartbreakers will have you grinning ear to ear as they chew the sceneryâ€”literally!When she left

New York City for the wilds of New Jersey in 2011, Leanne Lauricella knew nothing about animal

sanctuaries. She started her Instagram account, @goatsofanarchy, shortly after getting her first two

goats, Jax and Opie. Today, Leanneâ€™s Instagram has over 280,000 followers, and is the winner

of the 2016 Peopleâ€™s Voice Webby Award for Animal-Based Social Media Account.
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Her followers love her work, her goats and her heart. And soon, they will have a book of her

photographs to enjoy. "Goats of Anarchy" will be (available) beginning in mid-March...It introduces

readersÂ to some of her first goats, including Ansel the Destroyer, the biggest bully in the herd. -

USA Today

When she left New York City for the wilds of New Jersey in 2011, Leanne Laurciella knew nothing

about animal sanctuaries. She started her Instagram account, @goatsofanarchy, shortly after



getting her first two goats, Jax and Opie. Over 400,000 followers and one Webby Award later,

Leanne&#39;s Instagram has turned into a non-profit organization thatÂ continues to provide

special-needs goats a happy and loving forever home. Today, Leanne somehow finds time to write

while caring for her goat family,Â and has written a coffee table book, children&#39;s books, and

calendars about everyday life at her sanctuary.

For anyone that follows "Goats of Anarchy" on social media, you know that these goats can brighten

up the dreariest of days. I have been following "Goats of Anarchy" for almost a year and every day I

look forward to seeing what Leanne has posted. I love seeing these beautiful creatures living such

good lives. I greatly admire Leanne Lauricella for following her heart and dedicating her life to

rehabilitating these precious babies.This little book feels like my own personal photo album.

Although I see them on her social media posts, the book helps me keep them straight, as well as

providing a little more information on each goat. Included in the book are photo's of all the goats she

has rehabilitated or is in the process of rehabilitating. The book has helped me get a better

understanding of each goat's personality. It is an uplifting book that proves there are still kind, gentle

people in the world and it is so full of cuteness it is difficult to keep it closed.

If you're familiar with GOA or just like goats, this is a great read. It's not a novel, but more of an

extended bio of Leanne and how she got started rescuing goats, followed by an introduction to the

goats (at least the ones she had when the book was being written), and finally a couple of fun /

goofy chapters. It's essentially a highlights reel of the instagram account, along with some

anecdotes and information you'd really have to dig to find elsewhere. You'll find lots of cute pictures

and you'll learn about the personalities of the individual goats, as well as where they came from.I'd

recommend this book for anyone of any age. It's an easy read for an adult, and kids would get just

as much enjoyment from the pictures. I even picked up a second copy to give as a gift.

This is a wonderful book for adults and/or children - and for anyone who loves animals. In fairness,

it's more of a "coffee table" book of amazing photos - some already shared via social media - but

you do get to hear directly from Leanne about the different challenges many of her beautiful animals

overcame, and you can see the results yourself.

this book is handed around to everyone and we all have favorites and of course everyone has a

different perspective so you see the same picture over and over in a new light. The book is pure



love.

The book provides excellent narrative of Ms Lauricella's endeavors to provide compassion, care

and quality of life improvement for unfortunate goats. There is interesting humor infused in the

narrative and photos. I have given a copy of the book to the U C Davis Large Animal clinic

subsequent to their life saving care of my goat Francisco. I wil continue to distribute the book during

my encounters with other people.

Beautifully presented, photographed and poignantly written. We need more people like this in our

world.

I love this rescue and all of the goats. So happy to be able to support them through this book.

My new favorite book of all time! Beautiful book aND the goats are just perfect. Great thing to buy to

help support Goats of Anarchy rescue!!!
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